Gradients of Color/Sept 2018
The Challenge is to pick 4 colors in the same family from Dark to
light with Medium/Dark/Medium or Medium/light in-between.
All Prints

I used a piece of Red Cellophane to tell me if the values of my
Dark to Mediums to Lights were accurate.
Cutting Instructions
 Cut 4 strips of Material 3" x 8 1/4"in your four color choices from Dark to light with
Mediums in between. Iron and spray with Best Press.
 this is slightly bigger than required as I have allowed for cutting.
 Cut 1 Black strip 3" x 10 1/2 Spray with Best Press.

 Sewing Instructions
 Sew your 3" x 8 1/4´strips together along the long edge from Dark /Medium/light
 Re-Cut a strip 3"x 10 1/2" and re-square the other strip to be 5 1/2" x 10 1/2"
 Sew the 3" x 10 1/2" strip to the top of the black strip, along the long edge. Press




Sew the 5 1/2 x 10 1/2" strip to the bottom of the black strip. Press
Your block is done. Very simple block but very effective.

Color Mock-UP if you would like to do that.









Cut 4 color from Dark, Medium/Dark or Medium or Medium/light and Light
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5/8" x 2" and re-cut in one square 5/8" and one strip 5/8" x 1 1/4"
Cut 1 black strip 5/8 " x 2 1/2"
Using a glue stick, glue the 5/8" squares across the top in order of dark to light.
Glue the black strip of 5/8" x 2 1/2" black to the rectangle
Glue the 5/8" x 1 1/4" strips on the bottom, going from dark to light.
Very easy, I like color Mock-Up as they tell me I like what I am doing and I can make
changes before I cut everything up.
Any questions?

